The Faculty of Education and the Faculty of Sharia organize the
international refereed conference under the title
"Higher Education in the Arab World: In Light of the International
Challenges and Transformations"

Zarqa University-Jordan

May 2-3, 2018 .

Conference Idea:
By the start of the third millennium, many countries took some time
reconsidering their work to assess their performance and achievements,
and analyze their points of power and weakness to identify development
opportunities and options; in order to reinforce advantages and avoid
disadvantages.
This is how developed nations which know that reaching a high status
can only be realized through comprehensive and integrated raising of
generations and providing them with data basis, life skills, field

experience, and behavioral values which enables them adapt to modern
developments and face challenges efficiently, which explains the care
and attention paid by countries in drastically and contentiously
reconsidering their academic and educational systems to guarantee their
ability to raise generations that fits the 21st century.
The idea for the conference came in response to the great role played by
universities and other higher education institutions in development,
limiting challenges, and finding the proper solutions.

Conference Themes:
Theme one: policies and legislation.
Theme two: strategic planning.
Theme three: governance
Theme four: education system.
Theme five: economics of education.
Theme six: vocational education.
Theme seven: academic freedom.
Theme eight: building human values.

Theme nine: intellectual security.
Theme ten: scientific research.
Theme eleven: quality assurance in higher education.
Theme twelve: world classification of higher education institutions.

Important Dates:
- The duration of the conference May 2-3, 2018 .
- The last day to receive abstracts February 20 th, 2018 .
- The last day to receive the complete research March 20 th, 2018.
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Correspondences:
The correspondence is sent to the following address.
Faculty of educational sciences-Zarqa University.
P.O box 13222 - Zarqa 13132 Jordan.
Telephone: 00962538211 /Sub- 1621,1600
Fax: 096253821120
Email: educonf@zu.edu.jo

Participating in the Conference:
Participants should submit a paper within the conference topics
according to the following:
- The paper should be in Arabic or English.
- The paper should not include more than 25 pages, size A4.
- The researcher should attach a summary of his curriculum vitae (CV).
- The paper should not have been published or submitted to a previous
conference or seminar.
- All submitted papers will be refereed.

- The paper should be sent by e-mail in word format.
- Conference subscription fees are $300 for papers from outside Jordan.

You can pay the subscription fees through Islamic International Arab
Bank, account number 130000828517 / Zarqa University Branch.
IBAN NO.: JO24IIBA1310000001310000828517
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